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The main objective of the study is the verification of the V-type rotation distribution. Though
numerical modelling, Nesvorny et al. (2008) showed that asteroids can migrate through Yarkovsky
effect and resonaces outside the boundaries of the Vesta family. In particular they found that
objects which end up in the scattered resonances region (so-called Cell I, defined by orbital
elements 2.2 AU < a < 2.3 AU, 0.05 < e < 0.2, 0 < i deg < 10 deg) typically have retrograde
rotation and thermal parameters that maximize the Yarkovsky drift. Consequently, most of the Vtypes in Cell I should be retrograde rotating. Similarly showed that asteroids migrating to the low
inclination region (Cell II defined by 2.32 AU < a < 2.48 AU, 0.05 < e < 0.2, 2 deg < i < 6 deg)
should be predominantly rotating prograde (60% of objects).
We perform photometric observations and determine spins and shapes of V-type objects in Cell I
and II to verify the predicted statistics of sense of rotation. Finding significantly un-matching
statistics for rotational properties may strengthen the idea that there may be fragments of other
(than Vesta) differentiated planetesimals in the inner main belt. We show preliminary results for the
first few asteroids in Cell I and II.
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